REBUS REMIX - VEGAS AT HOME EDITION by Dart
In Rebus Remix, players use tiles to spell the answers to clues.
The tiles themselves are either letters, or icon tiles which represent words. The icon tiles have
drawings, and they represent words of approximately three letters. Rebus Remix does not deal
in sounds; icon tiles represent the letters in the word they represent. Once you know what an
icon's meaning is, that meaning never changes.
All the answers to the clues are single, uncapitalized words in 11C, though
they may be clued in a capitalized form. They are also at least four letters
long and at least two tiles long. For example, the tiles at the right answer
the clue "The Man in Black". This answer is four letters long and two tiles long,
and the name also appears uncapitalized in 11C as a word. All words must use an icon tile.
There are details of the tiles worth looking for. Although the [ash] tile above shows a cigar,
there is a red arrow pointing to the aspect of the picture that you should pay attention to.
Some tiles show two opposites side by side. One side has the normal white background and a green checkmark under it, and the other is shaded out and has a red
X. This tile represents the unshaded half of the picture.
The exclamation point speech bubble indicates that a creature is saying something,
and it is that word that should be used as the meaning for the tile.
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A speech bubble with a flag image in it tells you that the meaning of the tile is as
the image would be described in that part of the world. Note that speech bubbles
may appear on tiles that are neither exclamation points nor flags; these simply
represent speech.
A past tense indicator tells you to convert the verb in the picture to its simple past
form. The tile here would be [went], not [gone].
If you do a lot of these puzzles, some tiles may become familiar to you, but be careful! Some
icons tiles may look similar, but they can be different in important ways. Look closely.
In the first round of this game, players were given three different tile sets
and asked to find one more new word among the tiles every 15 seconds.
Forms of a word (plurals, past tenses, etc.) are acceptable only if a new
icon tile is needed to spell the form. For example, given the tiles on the
right, [sea]R is an acceptable word, but then [sea]RS is not. [sea][ring] is
acceptable because a new icon tile has been used.
In the second round of the game, a modifier tile was introduced:
the Insert tile. This tile inserts the indicated letter into the icon tile
to its left ― not at its start or finish. For example, the tiles on the
right answer the clue “Too quick, perhapsˮ. Unlike previous games,
many clues will use these special tiles.
This .pdf contains Game #11 of Rebus Remix, which appeared at the 2011 mini-con in Las
Vegas. I hope you enjoy the puzzles.
© 2011, Darren Rigby

GAME 11

Rebus Rally
Tile set #1

There are 19 common words out of 24 possible words.

GAME 11

Rebus Rally
Tile set #2

There are 19 common words out of 25 possible words.
him
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Rebus Rally
Tile set #3

There are 11 common words out of 14 possible words.

GAME 11

Rebus Remix
AGE tile set

1 point
Partner of parsley, rosemary & thyme
Ella Fitzgeraldʼs musical style
Brand of mouthwash
Danger
3 points
Coincide
Outcast
Possible speech therapy candidate
Cut off
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Rebus Remix
HER tile set

1 point
Ripped
Container to keep your coffee hot
A wading bird
They get belted
3 points
Soft
Possible explanations
Coverage
Habits
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2 points
Boxing match
Pimples
Fill a truck
Needing spices
4 points
Crosswordese critter
Source
Beloved; dear
On a wanted poster, maybe

Rebus Remix
BAT tile set

1 point
Swear
Naked
Not poetry
Die down
3 points
Successfuly test oneʼs will?
Stage, slangily
Salt, maybe
Suggested, but spurious, collective noun for kangaroos

him

2 points
Bravery medal recipient, perhaps
Oil or latex
Less outgoing
It may close an if statement
4 points
Ancient Roman temple now ironically a church
Visible interference
Magazine
A lustrous pearl

Rebus Remix
ACE tile set

1 point
A person or a watch has one
Faith
Razor requirement
Get the jump on, on eBay?
3 points
Rebellion
A particular skidmark
What taggers do?
Précis
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2 points
Understand, on the CB
Wooden box
Submarine feature
Grove
4 points
In your ear, itʼs elastic
Thousand dollars
Treaty
Ballet companyʼs bit players

2 points
Muffet ate them
Porky, not Petunia
College class
Roleplaying character class
4 points
It carried a knightʼs arms over armour
Bugeye or coracle
The most famous one is probably the Eastern
Holey
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SOLUTIONS
SET #1

AGE

[common]
[age]S/R-S [ran]G
[die]S
[ran]GE-R-S
[die]SEL
[ran]T-ER-S
[die]T-ER-S RE[ran]
S[age]-R
E[age]R
G[ran]-S
RE-ST[age]-R
RE-G[ran]T-ER-S ST[ran]GE-R
L[age]R-S ST[ran]GLE-R
R[age]-S
TR[age][die]S
[ran][die[R/ST

[uncommon]
[die]STER
ER[ran]T-S
G[age]
[ran][die]S
T[ran]S

2 PT
[cop]Y
[c<^r]at]E
[per]IS[cop]E
[cop]SE

3 PT
[ag<^r]e]E
LE[per]
LIS[per]
[c<^r]op]

4 PT
[ca<^r]t]IL[age]
L[a<^r]ge]
[ca<^r]t]EL
[co<^r]p]S

2 PT
[her]O
[pa<^i]n]T
S[h<^i]er]
[the]N

3 PT
[p<^i]an]O
[the][or<^i]e]S
S[pan]
M[ore]S

4 PT
[pan][the]ON
M[o<^i]re]
ST[ore]
[or<^i]e]NT

2 PT
B[out]
[ac<^n]e]
[lad]E
B[la<^n]d]

3 PT
DEFI[a<^n]ce]
D[o<^n]ut]
DEF[ace]
[out][li<^n]e]

4 PT
E[la<^n]d]
F[ou<^n]t]
[lie]F
B[ou<^n]t]IED

2 PT
[cur]DS
[b<^o]ar]
[c<^o]ur]SE
[bar]D

3 PT
[pro][bat]E
[b<^o]ar]DS
[cur]E
[c<^o]ur]T

4 PT
TA[bar]D
[b<^o]at]
SEA[b<^o]ar]D
[p<^o]ro]SE

HER

SET #2
[common]
A[bet]-S
BAS[her]
BAT[her]-S
[bet]S
B[rot]H-S
B[rot][her]-S
A-ET[her]-S
HEAT[her]-S
[her]B-S
[her]E-S

1 PT
S[age]
S[cat]
S[cop]E
[per]IL

[uncommon]
[her]S
[bet]A-S
[bet]H-S
[rot]S
[rot]ATE-S [bet][rot]H-S
[rot]E-S
[bet]TA-S
SHEAT[her] [rot]A-S
S[her][bet] T[rot]H-S
TA[rot]-S
T[her]E-S
T[rot]-S

1 PT
T[ore]
T[her]MOS
[her]ON
[pan]TS

ACE
1 PT
F[ace]
BE[lie]F
B[lad]E
[out]BID

SET #3
[common]
A[bat]E-R P[ace]-R
AP[ace]
PE[ace]
GR[ace]
P[rim]
G[rim]
P[rim]E
G[rim][ace] R[ace]
G[rim]E/IER

[uncommon]
[ace]R[bat]E
[bat]E
[rim]E/IER

BAT
1 PT
[cur]SE
[bar]E
[pro]SE
A[bat]E

